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The notion of a network address is fundamental to the operation of the OIS communication system, 
and the architecture of the distributed system that uses it. A network adddress is the basic 
description for the source or destination of OIS packets, the transmission of which, over an 
interconnection of networks, provides communication among distributed processes. A network 
address as currently defined is a triple (network/D, hostlD, socketID). HostlDs are unique over all 
space and time, since every system element is guaranleed to have a unique one. SocketIDs are 
unique within a host, and their allocation is the responsibility of Pilot. rIne tuple (hostID, socketID) 
is, therefore, sufficient to uniquely describe a source or destination of packets. If the distributed 
system is small, then Ule routing of packets through an interconnection of networks can be achieved· 
using this tuple. However, in order to reduce the state information needed to pennit routing in 
large topologies of interconnected networks, among a large number of hosts, the networkID serves 
as a very strong hint to the actua110cation of the host. Since a host can l)e connected to more than 
one network, a unique source or destination of packets can have more than oIle network address. but 
a network address cannot describe more than one source or destination. 1nis memo discusses the 
many different issues related to networkIDs, hostIDs, socketIDs, and the use of network addresses 
in the architecture of the OIS distributed system. 111is memo also proposes solutions to some of the 
problems discussed. 

A network is a communication medium connecting together two or more system elements, and 
providing a communication path among all of them. An internet is an interconnection of networks. 

A network has a networkID and a set of properties. The network provides point to point, multicast 
(multiple destination) or broadcast routing, has certain error characteristics, and defines a protocol 
hierarchy used to encapsulate OlS packets as Uley traverse the network. 'Inc protocol hierarchy can 
consist simply of a tine control discipline, or complex 11Iles for sequencing, fragmentation and 
reassmnbly of data. Each network has a local addressing scheme (used by the encapsulatioll 
protocol) by which data is delivered from source to destination, within the same network. If a 
network's local addressing scheme is different from the 01S hoslID, then the hust!\) must be 
translaled into the local address for transport through the network. Examples of networks are 
Xerox Wires, Elhel1lets, leased lines, the Bell Telephone System, '('clellet Communication Corp., 
SBS clc. This memo discusses the size of networkIDs, mechanisms fur assigning them, and 
techniques fur making them known lhroughout the distributed system. 

A hostlJ) is 32 hits long and we asslIme without further discussion that they arc unique within OIS. 
'l1ll:ir uniqueness is guaranleed fbr D* syslem clements by Xerox duting manuf;lcturc, and for nOll-
0* system clements by careful administrative procedure. 

A socket//) is 16 bils long and is unique within a hosl. ILs uniqueness is guaranteed by Pilot. A 
small number (-1000) of these sockctl \)s are lVell knOWN and constant on every host. These 
socket IDs are used only by the OlS communication system, and lheir values are assigned statically 
by SDD. Pilot wiII assign socketlDs to client soflware, and guarantee lhat they arc unique since the 
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time the machine was last booted. 

Users and Servers Network Addresses: 

A distributed computing system must permit resources to move from machine to machine if need 
be. Similarly, it must be able to determine things like "where is a particular person currently 
working?". Generalizing this, the system must permit the binding between keys and values to be 
dynamic. As a consequence, binding between keys and values is done at run time through a data 
base which we call a clearinghouse. This feature is not only useful for the distributed computing 
system, but for the OIS communication system as well, since it must be able to determine the 
networks on which a particular host is connected, i.e. determine another network address for a 
unique tuple (hostID, socketID). In this example, the unique tuple (hostID, socketID) is the key 
and the network address(s) is the value. 

For the time being let us assume that the OIS communication system can route a packet to any 
network address. We will return to the problems it faces when attempting to do so. We now 
examine the problems of how a resource gets a unique identity and network address, and how the 
(resource identity, network address) pair. (Le. the (key, value) pair) is made known to a 
clearinghouse. 

A distributed computing system typically consists of resources accessible through servers, and users 
of these resources. Servers have unique, well advertised, identities assigned to tllCm through some 
mechanism, the exact details of which are not necessary for this discussion, but one similar to that 
used for unique fileIDs in Pilot will do. The OIS communication system is able to route data to a 
server once its address is known. The binding between the identity of the server and its address is 
provided by the clcatinghouse. As stated earlier, it is sufficient that this address be only the tuple 
(hostID, socketID) at which this server accepts requests, or the tuple (hostID, sockctlD) through 
which this server can be approached (server dispatcher or RPCP listener). If the networkID is 
included in the address then the network address defines a partial path, or route to that server. 
Should this path be unavailable tile OIS communication system may have an (adaptive, heuristic or 
table-lookup) algorithm for computing a new one. In addition, the source might be informed of 
this change so that it uses the new network address rather than tile old one, thus reducing the 
overhead in the communication system, which in general does not keep much history of data 
transmission. 

From a server's point of view, when it first gets created, it must be assigned a unique server 
identity, and then must find out its network address and register this (server identity, network 
address) pair with U1e clearinghouse. There may be an additional flallle associated with the server in 
which case Ulere must be a (name, server identity) binding that is also stored in the clearinghouse. 
Hence, it is conceivable that two clearinghouse lookups are perfonned before the address of the 
server is known. For example, a filc' servcr may have the name Iris. a unique server identity 
234519, and a list of network address 12#234#2789#, 34#234#2789#, 321#234#2789#. 

If the address of the server did not contain the networkID. then a third clearinghouse lookup is 
perfonned by U1e c()mm~mication system in order to find out the ol.!twork llumbcr(s) for that 
hosUD. The routing machinery then allempts to deliver the packet. possibly with recomputation of 
tile net work address. 

A server determines its address (network or otherwise) from PiloL cach lime lhe machine is booted. 
"l1lC hostID is the number of that particular system c1emcnt. and the sockeLlD is the value that Pilot 
decides to assign this lime. What about the network!])? This memo alfcmpfs 10 answer (his 
importallf question The server must. therefore, store its (server idl.!1l1iLy. network:lddrcss) pair in 
the clearinghouse each time the machine it resides on is booted. 

A user knows the Ilame or unique identity of a server (by consulting some dircctory of resources) 
and determines the network address of the server by querying the clearinghollse. Mechanisms by 
which data is entered into the clearinghouse. updated and read is out of U1C scope of this memo. 
although some techniques may be inferred filml lhis discussion. 
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Network Number Assignment: 

NetworkIDs are 16 bits long. Every network in an internet must have a unique networkID, 
otherwise the routing mechanism will not operate correctly. 111is scheme allows networks in two 
separate independent internets to have the same network IDs. The problem only arises when two 
independent internets merge. NetworkID assignment is accomplished by an SDD czar using some 
well formulated principles: 

1. The networkID space is partitioned into chunks which are multiples of some basic size. 

2. Public data networks have networkIDs assigned from one chunk, and their networkID is 
the same in any two independent internets. 

3. An internet consisting of only one network (not a public data network) has a networkID 
of zero. 

4. Internets which will be independent (with extremely high probability) may be assigned 
overlapping chunks for their networkIDs. 

5. Internets that may merge are assigned unique non-overlapping chunks. . . 

This is a simple scheme for assigning networkIDs. The exact details of chunk management and 
assignment are out of the scope of this memo. A tcchnique by which networklDs are propagated to 
the system elements is now discussed. 

A system consisting of one network (that is not a public data network) has a network number of 
zero. System elements need not discover the ID of the network to which they are connected, and 
the network addresses of all objects is relative to this network. System clements will, in general, not 
know that they are connected to a network whose networkID is zero, and so they will try to 
discover their nelworkID (in a mat!ner described below) and, upon failure, they will assume it to be 
zero. 

Now consider how a large internet is first initialized. In order to examine this in detail let us 
consider an internet topology consisting only of Xerox Wires, since there arc many other problems 
associated with the introduction of other communication media. The installation manager must 
install (initialize) each intemelwork router before installing any of the other system elements on that 
network. Instalting an internetwork router consists of (among other things) assigning network IDs to 
the different Xerox Wires connected to the system element. M ec/zallisl1ls by which the i1lstallation 
manager can identify a particular Xerox Wire illteTface and assign it a networklD must be detennined. 
As other system elements are added to the networks, the routers in them wilt attempt to discover 
the networklDs by asking the internetwork routers using a broadcast protocol. Routers must take 
care when delennining the networkIDs, and a sufficiently long timeout must be used, so that a 
networklD is deemed to be zcro only if it realty is zero! If a systcm clcment is connected to more 
than one network (it need nut be an internetwork router), then scrvers requesting a unique network 
address will be assigned by Pilot a list of network addresses--each one differing only in its 
nctworklD. What happcns in the case that a system clement is nol an internetwork router but is 
connected to more than one network? Are thc networks unusable until their networklDs have been 
dCLennined? What nctwork addresses are assigned to clients that request them prior to 
dctcnnination of networkIDs? 

rl11C techniques describcd above also works in environmcnts consisting of other types of 
communication media in the internet topology, as long as all the system clements that are connected 
to communication media other than Xerox Wires or Etherncts function as internetwork routcrs. 
rll1is is because system elements that arc not internetwork routers can slill c[lsily detenninc their 
networkl!)s by lIsing a broadcast protocol. We postpone the problems introduced by connecting 
system clemcnts, which [lrc not internetwork routers, to any communication media other than Xerox 
Wires until a later section. 
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There will be some environments with many Xerox Wires and other communication media 
interconnected from the start, while there will be others which start from one or a few wires and 
then incrementally grow. In the case that two internets with networkIDs from unique non
overlapping chunks merge, there is no real problem other than merging -clearinghouse data. 

The problem arises when the chunks overlap--as is the case when two or more independent Xerox 
Wire networks merge, or when two or more internets with network IDs that overlap merge. The 
networks in the merged internet must have unique networkIDs (except for any public data networks 
that they share). A consequence of this merger is that the entries in the clearinghouse must be 
updated to reflect new network addresses, and the servers must also become aware of their new 
addresses. In addition, we assume the existence of mechanisms for merging the information from 
two independent clearinghouses. The different ways by which ne~worklD uniqueness might be 
maintained are: 

1. The installation manager that is performing the merge renumbers all the networks 
manually. System elements learn of their new network numbers. Entries in clearinghouses 
and any caches need to be updated appropriately. Processes on system elements may need 
to be told that some of the nelwork addresses they know about are changing. Servers will 
typically not have to be told since their network addresses have been updated in the 
clearinghouse, and they will determine new network addresses on reboot. 

2. The internetwork routers that connect merging internets serve, in addition, as merger 
routers. Such a router perfOlIDs the additional task of networkID translation. Each of the 
original internets is seen by the other internets participating in the merge as one super
network with a networkID that is unique with respect to those in all the internets that are 
merging. Clearinghouse entries of objects in one internet as seen by other internets must 
have the networkID changed to reflect the ID associated with the super-network. Routing 
and networkID translation takes place as follows: When a packet arrives at a merger 
router, it examines the networkID and determines if this corresponds to one of the directly 
connected super-networks. If so, it examines a data base, provided by the installation 
manager, to determine the nctworkID relative to this super-network, modifies the packet 
and then ships the packet to an appropriate router or internetwork router wiUlin the super
network. If the networkID in the arriving packet is for a super-network not directly 
connected to the merger router, then the packet is sent to lhe appropriate merger router. 
This may be a little difficult, since the packet networkID may have to modified in order to 
get the packet to the other merger router, thereby losing the networkID present in the 
packet when it anived. This is the age old problem associated with performing tasks hop
by-hop, withoul using a separate hop-by-hop encapsulation. Assuming that there does exist 
a merger router to merger router protocol, all works well. 

This solution is rather complex and requires special software. The solution does not 
generalize very well if two super-network internets were to merge, and there were super
nelwork networkIDs common to both super-network inlernets! One would have to have a 
super-network merger rouler and associated protocol, and so on! 

3. 111ere is an automatic procedure by which the network numbers arc renumbered. This 
is simply an automated version of 1. above, and all the other changes must also be 
performed. 

Internetwork Routing: 

We now return to the problems of routing within the OIS communication system itself. 

First some open issues: How docs the routing machinery determine that the networklD hint in a 
destinatioll network address is inaccurate? When the IIclworklD hint ill the netwurk address fllils 
what kind of recovery action should be made? Should the rouling machinery infiHID the source 
which interrogates the clearinghouse for an alternative network I)), or should the rouling machinery 
do so itselt'! If the latter, how docs it let the source know about this change? If this happens once 
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a sequenced packet protocol connection has been active, will this change upset the protocol 
machines at both ends? 

In order to perform routing in large internets. internetwork routers must maintain routing tables 
indicating, for a remote network, the best internetwork router on a directly connected network. and 
the expected delay to get to the destination network from it. This information is propagated 
between internetwork routers petiodically so that they can adaptively modify their routing tables 
based on possible changes in traffic patterns. This algotithm is similar to that used by the Imps in 
the Arpanet. Every host has a router, which has a routing table indicating the best internetwork 
router on a directly connected network for a given remote destination network. This table gets 
periodica1ly updated since routers on a Xerox Wire can overhear the exchange of routing tables 
between internetwork routers over the Xerox Wire--a use of the broadcast feature of such networks. 
[Recall that we are still operating under the assumption that all system elements connected to networks other than Xerox 
Wires are internetwork routers). When internet topologies get large. internetwork routers may not be able 
to hold the entire routing table, and similarly routers in hosts may also not know where to direct a 
packet destined for a remote network. Hence, there must be a recursive strategy by which a simple 
router in a host can ask one of its internetwork routers to find the appropriate information. This 
request percolates through the internel using some kind of broadcast routing algorithm with 
infonnation being cached in internetwork routers once it has been found. This strategy seems most 
suitable even in large network topologies over hierarchical routing (examine Kamoun's thesis, or 
look at the Bell Telephone System). 

Recall that internetwork routers on the same network, i.e. adjacent through a communication media, 
must exchange routing information periodically if the routing machinery is to be adaptive to 
topology and traffic changes. This becomes extremely difficult when networks other then Xerox 
Wires or Ethernets are added to the internet. When leased lines are added. there is no additional 
problem since the internetwork routers at the two ends exchange this information. 

When packet switching, or circuit switching networks like Telenet. Arpanet, Autodin II, and the Bell 
Telephone System are added to the system. then internetwork routers (i.e. every system element 
connected to such a network) must exchange this information. Tne situation is not so simple any 
more since each one of these internetwork routers must know who the others are. Mechanisms for 
providing this information to such internetwork routers must be detennined. There was no similar 
requirement with Xerox Wires since internetwork routers could resort to broadcast. 

Internetwork routing has another level of complication associated with encapsulating the OIS packet 
for transport through the communication media. Recall that every network has its own local 
addressing scheme. That of the Xerox Wire is identical to hostlDs, but this will, in general, not be 
tme for networks like Ethernets, Arpanet, Telenet, Bell Telephone System etc. Assume that an 
internetwork router has determined, from its routing lables, the internetwork router to which the 
packet should be forwarded. 'n1e internetwork router now has the netw.orklD and hostIO for that 
intemetwork router. In an atlempt to reach that internetwork router, its address on the network 
must be determined before it can be carried on that network towards its de5tinatioll. Af ec/tanistns 
for providing this trallS/alion table to internetwork routers must be determined A rather troublesome 
situation arises when the internetwork router is connected to a public data network that 5upports 
X.25 via the Bell Telephoi1e System. The internetwork router must now supply both the telephone 
number of the source DCE and the address of the deslination DCE--a la source routing! 

System Elements all other COlllmullication Media: 

In this section we consider the problems introduCI..'d by permitting system clements that are not 
internetwork routers to be connected to ,my coml1lunication medium. It i5 anticipated that fiJI' the 
most part there will he only a small number of such system clements in comparison with the 
numher that are connected to Xerox Wires. The situations where a Xerox customer will want this 
to happen arc those where he already has his own communication network. the number of OIS 
system clements is fairly small and they do lIot communicate very frequently. 
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The problems that must be solved are: 

1. How does such a system element discover its networkIDs? 

2. How does the routing table in the router of each system element get updated? 

3. How does the hostID-to-local-address translation table get created in each router? 

This problem is taken to its extreme when system elements are connected to the Bell Telephone 
System through simple dial-up telephone connections. The reason for the additional complexity is 
that since the Bell System is available everywhere, the number of system elements potentially 
connected to it is large (Victor Schwartz's estimates). 

If we assume that all such system elements are internetwork routers, then we have solved the three 
problems since we have postulated that internetwork routers are told their networkIDs at installation 
time, they exchange routing information, and have the translation table provided at installation time 
(or something eqtlivalent)! This is not an ideal solution because we have now increased the number 
of internetwork routers that do not do very much, thereby burdening aU of them. We have also 
increased the amount of work that an installation manager must perform--the bookkeeping involved 
may become a burden. Such fake internetwork routers could exchange information with one 
another at a lower frequency such as when they communicate with another in order to transfer data 
A number of short cuts are made possible by introducing a level of indirection. First we postulate 
that there is at least one internetwork router on every network. Every system element is given the 
hostID and local network address of these internetwork routers at installation time. The system 
elements can now communicate with these internetwork routers using the networkID zero. This 
connection can be used to determine the networkID of the network, and the routing and translation 
tables. The frequency of determining new routing information is based on the frequency with 
which the sy.stem element communicates with other system elements. 

The 01S communication system and (to a certain degree) the distributed system that uses it. rely on 
the fact that a broadcast network is available. The Xerox Wire makes perfonning broadcast 
searches very easy--though sometimes expensive. Installation of system elements in such an 
environment becomes simpler, since some key installation parameters need be given to only a few 
system elements and the rest discover them automatically. Such a scheme makes every system 
element software identical and the instal1alion procedure simple because installation parameters are 
bound at run time. Such schemes may make the changing of parameters a little difficult without 
executing the installation procedure or something similar. . 

Most other forms of communication media are not broadcast in nature and have Uleir own local 
addressing scheme which differs from hosHDs, and therefore installation of system elements that are 
connected to such networks requires a little extra handling. Such networks make the design of 
clearinghouses a little difficult as well. 

Internetwork Measurement and Perfo1mance Monitoring: 

It is anticipnted that as the OIS communicalion system grows it will be necessary to have continuous 
pcrfonnance monitoring of the system, and remote control of internetwork routers. A scheme 
similar to that in use at PARC for measurement data retrieval, or the Arpanet Network Control 
Cenler and Network Measurement Center will have to be designed. 

111e function of this system is to gather data on traffic measurement and flow, in order to modify 
topology or capacity of links and/or internetwork routers. In the event that some internetwork 
routers malfullction, it must be possible to debug and restart them remotely. 

A side effect of this system is that network topology and location of system clements can be 
determined fj"om any point, thus enabling more sophisticated routing algorithms, and providing 
infonnation as Lo physical location of resources holll Lo application soft ware and to maintenance 
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personnel. 

Clearinghouses: 

7 

This memo has defined the clearinghouse to be a general100kup data base. In reality there may be 
two such data bases"one for the private use of the OIS communication system, and the other for the 
general requirements of dynamic binding in distributed systems. luis discussion has, in addition, 
assumed that there is one logical clearinghouse per internet. 11lis need not be true, as there may be 
structure to a clearinghouse's dqta base, in order to limit the scope of certain lookups. The' 
clearinghouse may be implemented using a distributed system or a centralized system. 

In any case, there is still the problem of informing system elements. of the network address of their 
clearinghouse (there may be more than one clearinghouse in the system). [For the moment let us not 
worry about clearinghouse use by the OIS communication system's routers.) We assume that, during system 
installation, internetwork routers have already been installed and that the routers know how to route 
packets to any network address. The different ways in which a system element gets bound to a 
clearinghouse is: 

1. Each system element is told the network address of its clearinghouse at installation time. 

2. The clearinghouse is told the network addresses of the system elements that will 
interrogate it, and the clearinghouse tries to contact these system elements and introduces 
itself to them, using an appropriate protocol. 

3. The system elements are given the identity (some unique description) of their 
clearinghouse, and they try to find out the network address of the clearinghouse using 
broadcast (or exhaustive) searches. 

Consider the suitability of these three schemes: 

1. The first scheme requires determining the network address of the clearinghouse, and 
then having the system element remember it across machine booting. 'Dlis binding to a 
clearinghouse network address may of course change dUling system operation. The scheme 
requires considerable effort on the part of the installation manager. 'DIe scheme has the 
advantage that it is applicable to system elements connected to any communication media, 
and that new system elements can be added incrementally once it has been decided with 
which clearinghouse they are associated. 

2. The second scheme requires determining in advance all the system clements associated 
with a clearinghouse before the system elements are installed. Installation of new system 
elements' at some later time requires updating this list in the clearinghouses. This scheme is 
also suitable for systems in which system clements are connected to any communication 
media. 

3. The third scheme has the advantage that network addresses of system clements need not 
be known by anyone but the system clement during installation, thereby simplifying the job 
of the installation manager. Broadcast searches are, however, difficult to perfonn. '1l1is 
scheme has the weakness that it is difficult for a system clement connected to a non· 
broadcast communication medium to determine the network address associated with its 
c1ealinghouse. lbe OIS communication system (consisting only of Xerox Wires) can be 
designed to provide global or directed broadcast. The reliability of this broadcast cannot be 
guaranteed. 

COl/elusions: 

ll1is memo provides a uniform model and framework within which to view binding, addressing and 
rouling within arbitrarily interconnected communication media. 'I11cre arc a lIumber of problems 
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associated with binding keys to values. This memo attempts to show how a large distributed system 
would be installed··with respect to initializing the OIS communication system. i.e. assigning 
networkIDs, propagation of routing information etc., and with respect to .informing system elements 
of the network address of the c1~aringhouse with which they are associated. 

Distribution: 
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